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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
A layout has a script trigger assigned to activate
OnRecordCommit and a field on the same layout with script
triggers assigned to activate on OnObjectSave, OnObjectExit and
OnObjectValidate. The field is modified and the user exits the
field without navigating to another object on the layout.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two of these reasons explain why the hub-and-spoke

topology is the basis for hierarchical design? (Choose two)
A. It has better convergence than ring topology
B. It is the only topology compatible with Cisco devices
C. It was invented before full-mesh and ring topologies
D. It is the only standardized topology
E. It scales better than full-mesh topology
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two types of patterns are always nonurgent in Cisco
Unified Communications Manager version 11.0 (Choose two.)
A. Translation Pattern
B. Voice Mail Directory Number
C. Remote Destination Directory Number
D. Voice Mail Pilot
E. Hunt Pilot
F. Route Pattern
Answer: B,D
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